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Work summary

Today, I have:

• Built an .mpack archive of MonoDevelop.Tizen, and created an online
add-in repository (which can be directly registered with MonoDevelop) at:
http://phio.crosstwine.com/kitsilano/mono-tizen/tarballs/add-in/

• Uploaded the latest RPMs to:
http://phio.crosstwine.com/kitsilano/mono-tizen/tarballs/rpms/
and the corresponding “bundles” for MonoDevelop.Tizen to:
http://phio.crosstwine.com/kitsilano/mono-tizen/tarballs/add-in/
runtime/

• Made a few fixes and tweaks to MonoDevelop.Tizen, including a new
“Tizen SDK Settings. . . ” menu which provides easy access to the preferences
dialog;

• Started creating Github issues for various MonoDevelop.Tizen bugs and
limitations;

• Received confirmation from Bob that he was able to use MonoDevelop.Tizen
to build and publish a Mono-enabled .tpk application from scratch;

• Started (re)building the HelloTizen C# example by manually P/Invoking
into the Tizen APIs. Unfortunately, most of the OSP framework is based
on C++ callbacks and inheritance; it quickly became clear that building
that pyramid manually was going to take more than a couple of hours.
Punted on this for now;

• Adopted a two-pronged approach instead: generated an HelloTizen C++
app, and integrated it with the MonoDevelop.Tizen-generated project.
The current application:

1. Initializes Mono from OspMain, and calls into C#;
2. P/Invokes From C# into the application driver, a thin C++ wrapper

around Tizen::App::UiApp::Execute;
3. mono_runtime_invokes a static C# method which “computes” an

“interesting” string value from one of its C++ callbacks;
4. Sets that value as the title of the main form.

This is an ugly duck. It’s also very far from our “dream” HelloTizen, but
it demonstrates that Mono can be linked into and drive an OSP application.
From this point, we could either:
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1. Start writing C++ adapter classes manually, one per inheritable Tizen
API class;

2. Keep the scaffolding in C++, but add some more interesting C#
application logic;

3. Focus our efforts on getting a C++-inheritance-aware automatic
binding generator to work.

• Built an ARM version of the application, and installed it on the Samsung
Z via the remote testing lab. It works!

Figure 1: Hello, Tizen!

In parallel, I have:

• Built a new ARM VM based on the official Tizen 2.2.1 release.
While the (Intel) emulator images are prominently labeled 2.2.0, they
actually belong to the 2.2.1 branch—meaning that the Intel and ARM
RPMs were built on slightly different versions of the platform.
Even though I don’t expect compatibility issues, using the same base is
conceptually better and raises less eyebrows;
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• Started building a new set of ARM RPMs. That build is still ongoing.

Tomorrow, I plan to:

• Publish the latest set of ARM RPMs;

• Continue filing Github issues for the various shortcomings of our current
solution(s);

• Re-synchronize and prioritize with Bob.
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